ABSTRACT Today's modern technology relies increasingly on real-time distributed systems. Such systems could gain a remarkable amount of both academic and industrial attention in several fields. Real-time synchronization of the distributed sub-systems is one key success that raises many challenges. In this paper, we first discuss the existing time-triggered protocol known as TTEthernet. Furthermore, an analytical study made on flying dunlin birds is used here to adopt the same mechanism to optimize the synchronization process. The natural phenomenon consists of avian flocks performing manoeuvres with high accuracy in a small window of time. Inspired by this phenomenon, a real-time synchronization algorithm is proposed. Results reflect the reliability of the new algorithm and provide a remarkable percentage of optimization compared with other leading protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the remarkable physical growth of today's distributed real-time systems, fulfilling distribution and real-time properties is becoming more challenging. One way to solve these issues is through adopting TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) paradigm. Time is divided into slots and managed accordingly. However, an important challenge is raised that consists of synchronizing the sub-systems to maintain a unified reading of time at a given point in time. For this reason, many algorithms were developed through the last decades which often fall under one of the two categories: Internal clock synchronization or External clock synchronization.
The main difference between the two categories is the reference clock of synchronization. If synchronization is established and maintained using one of the system's components, then it is said to be reached internally. On the other hand, if the reference clock of synchronization is not a part of the system and works only for synchronization reason, we hereby consider the synchronization algorithm to belong to the second category. (both TTEthernet and Chorus-Line algorithms fall under the Internal Clock Synchronization category).
TTEthernet is a leading real-time communication protocol that suits distributed real-time systems. This is done by managing two types of traffic. First, time-triggered traffic manages TT(time-triggered) messages via an off-line designed schedule. This kind of traffic is typical to optimize latency and meet determinism constraints. For example, the synchronization frames that are exchanged periodically to reach and maintain a synchronized status. Second, eventtriggered traffic is handled through two types of messages; RC (Rate-constrained) messages that follow the ARINC 664-part 7 paradigm [1] where each message is equipped with an identifier CT-ID (similar to the virtual link VL-ID identifier in the ARINC 664-part 7 protocol); this guarantees available bandwidth for all network devices and makes it possible to calculate the transmission delay off-line. On the other hand, BE (Best-Effort) messages are designed to manage standard Ethernet traffic. No guarantees in terms of transmission delay or available bandwidth, are met. However, this kind of messages is useful during maintenance and configuration phases. Figure 1 best illustrates the standards interaction as described in [2] .
For synchronization sake, TTEthernet protocol requires each device in the network to have a local clock. A device can belong to one of the following three types: Synchronization master, Client synchronization or a Compression master device. The synchronization is done in a decentralized fashion via the transmission of a specific kind of frames called Protocol Control Frames (PCFs). Each Synchronization master device will dispatch a PCF frame during specific time periods called integration cycles to a set of predefined Compression master devices (usually switches). Eventually, collected PCFs are filtered and used as inputs for the Compression function where the output will be the fault-tolerant average (time). Finally, the correct clock is dispatched to all the network devices.
TTEthernet uses a set of Compression masters instead of only one to avoid single-point failure risk. Furthermore, it involves many Synchronization master devices to increase the synchronization accuracy. In this paper, inspired by a natural phenomenon, we introduce a novel approach of synchronization. For the sake of proof, both the Chorus-Line and TTEthernet synchronization algorithms are simulated and results are compared. The phenomenon consists of thousands of dunlin birds performing manoeuvres with a very high accuracy within a small window of time. The frame-by-frame recorded video [3] used for the analytical study explains the phenomenon by introducing the Chorus-Line hypothesis. We hereby, adopt the hypothesis and develop a synchronization algorithm that enables the integration of Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) devices to achieve a better performance through a tight synchronized network.
The major contributions of this paper are:
• We design a new algorithm for real-time synchronization through the study of the Chorus-Line hypothesis that is used to discuss avian flocks manoeuvres, and analyze how such behavior takes place with high accuracy within a small window of time.
• We develop the novel approach using existing techniques such as Transparent Clock and permanence function to optimize the algorithm and obtain promising results.
• We conduct simulation experiments to assess and analyze TTEthernet clock synchronization algorithm described in [2] . The obtained results will be used to reflect the quality of TTEthernet, and serve as a comparison reference to our studies.
• We use extensive OPNET-based simulations to validate the Chorus-Line algorithm and assess the performance from different perspectives. For the sake of proof, obtained results are then compared against TTEthernet studies.
To achieve this goal, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we summarize related works in section II and show the motivation of our work in section III. Section IV defines the concepts and fundamentals required for the development of needed models. We model the TTEthernet protocol using OPNET software simulator as specified in the AS6802 standard and implement it in section VI. Also, the Chorus-Line algorithm is modeled and simulated in the same section. We discuss the results in section VII and we conclude our work in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Different time-triggered communication protocols use various techniques for startup and maintenance of clock synchronization. FlexRay [4] for example, differentiates two types of devices at the startup stage; Coldstart nodes that are responsible for the synchronization establishment, and non-clodstart nodes that will listen then synchronize according to the previous type of communication frames. It is to be noticed that coldstart nodes adopt a leader/follower paradigm where a leader coldstart device is chosen to lead the synchronization process. Another example is TTCAN [5] , where a Master/Slave paradigm is adopted. A time master and a backup time master are chosen to synchronize each frame synchronization entity (FSE) in the system. This is done via the exchange of reference messages that can be one of two levels according to its length. However, in all the previous time-triggered communication protocols, devices are split into various types and assigned different roles to reach a synchronization status. On the other hand, our approach makes no distinction between the system devices. Each node is to execute all the roles depending on the synchronization phase. For the proof of concept, we develop the TTEthernet communication protocol model for comparison reasons. Experiment results are then compared and used to demonstrate the reliability and well performance of Chorus-Line.
III. MOTIVATION
Clock synchronization topic has attracted an immense attention through the last decades due to the critical purpose in many of today's hot academic and industrial fields [6] .
A. AUTOMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Several industrial automation systems such as SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data-Acquisition) and PLCs (Programmable-Logic Controllers) consist of a network of subsystems. Each subsystem is designed to offer a certain set of tasks that should be executed in consistency with the rest of the subsystems. This is achieved through developed versions of synchronization protocols such as Network Time protocol (NTP) [7] or by using the IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) as described in [8] , [9] , which will synchronize the local clocks of the distributed subsystems. Also referred to as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). These systems consist of an integrated set of cyber-physical systems or a team of robots in the form of multi axis motion drives. They are increasingly growing to meet today's market demands. This growth imposes clock synchronization requirements in order to guarantee a certain Quality of Service (QoS). Many conceptual approaches [9] and hardware based solutions [10] were produced for this reason. One famous protocol for home automation systems is the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [11] . However, such a protocol is unable to meet real-time and determinism constraints.
C. CONTROL THEORY
Clock synchronization was and still, a highly investigated field in control theory where many contributions were made in this regard. Both [12] and [13] discussed the issues of compensating clock offset and clock skews respectively. Whereas, distributed protocols proposed in [14] and [15] could treat both clock offset and clock skews together. Furthermore, many efficient protocols based on proportional-integral controllers such as [16] - [19] were proposed in the feedback control theory.
D. AVIONICS SYSTEMS
Satellites, airplanes and avionics (avionic electronics) in general also require a certain synchronization quality that a system network should meet. This important task becomes more complex with regard to the system's size. A deterministic, real-time communication protocol called TTEthernet [2] was selected for the Orion Space Program [20] . TTEthernet had the capacity to fulfill various important requirements and meet different time constraints. Eventually, we choose TTEthernet for our method's evaluation as a comparison reference.
Although the various advantages that Time-Triggered architecture (TTA) [21] can provide for distributed real-time systems; challenges such as: Fault-tolerance, duration for system recovery, calculation overhead, cost, etc, are to be addressed before designing a time-triggered communication protocol. Furthermore, results of how to deal with these challenges can be seen as the main characteristics to distinguish the quality of a given protocol from another. For this reason, we propose a new algorithm to provide a more reliable realtime communication protocol that addresses those challenges in a more efficient way as will be proven in later sections. For the proof of efficiency, we also simulate the default TTEthernet synchronization algorithm and use it as a comparison reference.
IV. CONCEPTS AND FUNDAMENTALS

A. LOCAL CLOCKS
A local clock is the counter that is implemented in hardware or software in order to count clock ticks. In time-triggered architectures, based on each tick, events and messages are managed accordingly, such as dispatching a message, or expecting the reception of one. Local clocks ensure consistent performance, and provide self-stabilization properties as they contribute directly to the establishment and re-establishment of the synchronization process.
B. PERMANENCE FUNCTION
The objective of this function is to establish/re-establish a temporal order of all received messages. This is important as a roaming message may encounter different types of static and dynamic delays especially in multi-hop architecture networks. For this reason, a transparent clock mechanism is adopted and a dedicated field in the synchronization frame will hold this value. The following algorithm is used to calculate the transparent clock: 1) Generating device 0
3) Consuming Device n
Once the consuming device receives the frame, it will be delayed for a period of time until it is declared as permanent, this delay is referred to as permanence delay and calculated as follows:
Thus:
Hence, the permanence function calculates the permanent point in time of a received frame as follows:
Eventually, it can be seen from equation (2) that each relaying device will impose a considerable amount of delay that affects both the synchronization process in particular and the system optimization in general.
C. CONVERGENCE FUNCTION
Synchronized global time is often tracked through averaging remote clock estimates read from different sub-systems. A convergence function is executed by one or many master components. Accuracy, fault tolerance and calculation overhead are usually the main criteria to distinguish the quality of an existing convergence function. Furthermore, there exists converging non-averaging techniques to establish a new clock value. Both Chorus-line and TTEthernet use a so-called ''Compression function'' as specified in the SAE AS6802 standard [2] .
V. SOLUTIONS
Many solutions were developed to satisfy time-triggered communication requirements. Real-time synchronization is often one main issue to be solved. First, we discuss the existing solution TTEthernet. We focus on the synchronization aspect and define relevant concepts. Next, we propose a new approach which is inspired by a natural phenomenon referred to as Chorus-line hypothesis [3] ; the obtained solution will be simulated and evaluated against TTEthernet results which will provide an experimental proof for the new approach.
A. DEFAULT TTEthernet SYNCHRONIZATION
TTEthernet is a time-triggered communication protocol that adopts TDMA paradigm to use standard Ethernet protocol, where scheduling time slots is held off-line. For this reason, an Integration Cluster that consists of a period upon which a device repeats executing the scheduled local tasks, and an Integration Cycle that consists of smaller equal periods forming the integration cluster, are defined. Eventually, the notion of global time is tracked in each device using both the local clock and the local integration cycle. Furthermore, TTEthernet distinguishes three types of devices: Synchronization Masters, Synchronization Clients and Compression Masters, where each device has a set of parameters to be configured off-line. [22] .
1) PARAMETERS
• Local_Timer: Used to measure unsynchronized times out like the listen_timeout or the coldstart offset.
• Local_Clock: running cyclically from 0 to a predefined integration cycle duration. Used to measure the synchronized time, such as the dispatch time of a synchronization frame or the scheduled receive point in time of an expected frame.
• local_Integration_Cycle: Running cyclically from a configurable value to the maximum of integration cycles number within an integration cluster period. It helps the device to integrate at different points in time rather than at the cluster cycle beginning. It is updated at each integration cycle right before an acceptance window is open.
2) PCF FORMAT
The synchronization frame referred to as Protocol Control Frame (PCF) is a standard Ethernet frame with the type field of 0x891d, the frame is used by TTEthernet different devices to reach and maintain the network synchronized. The basic format of the frame's payload is as follows:
• Integration_Cycle: Holds the integration cycle value at which a PCF is sent.
• Pcf_Membership_New: a bit-vector where each bit corresponds to one SM in the network, reflects the frame's weight.
• Type: A PCF can have three types depending on the stage of the synchronization: Coldstart (0x4), coldstart acknowledgment(0x8) and integration frame (0x2).
• Transparent Clock: Holds the accumulative delay value that the PCF frame has encountered from the source transmitting device until the receiving destination one.
3) SYNCHRONIZATION MASTER (SM)
The synchronization master devices are responsible for initiating the synchronization process. First, a PCF frame is to be dispatched at a particular point in time (Sm_dispatch_pit) as scheduled off-line. The following equation used to derive the PCF dispatch point in time.
As seen in Figure 2 , once a PCF is dispatched, the SM will start the synchronization service immediately. Eventually, the frame is expected to be received from the compression master at smc_scheduled_receive_pit. This point in time is calculated off-line as follows:
The max transmission delay is the worst-case transmission delay a frame can face while roaming from its source to a destination device, it is set at the system design phase. Furthermore, an interval of time -referred to as acceptance window is set around the SSRP at which, a received PCF is to be considered in-schedule. Once the set of PCF s is received back from a compression master (compressed frames), the synchronization master monitors each frame with respect to:
Additionally, for each communication link connected to the synchronization master, only one PCF is to be chosen at the acceptance window end, which is the compressed frame that involved the maximum number of Synchronization Master devices during the compression function:
where length is the length of the pcf _membership_new vector.
In case of many PCF frames with the same maximum, the last received one is chosen. Also, a configurable threshold can be used to assess the pcf _membership_new of the received compressed PCF s . This guarantees that the correction function uses compressed frames that involved a certain minimum number of Synchronization masters. Consequently, PCFs that do not meet the threshold will be dropped.
Eventually, the clock drift is monitored by the calculation of the clock correction using only the obtained PCFs as follows:
To ensure that the clock correction value is out of the acceptance window interval, a configurable delay called clock correction delay is applied before updating the local clock:
then, we update the local clock:
4) SYNCHRONIZATION CLIENT (SC)
This type of devices does not dispatch any synchronization frames. Synchronization is established upon the reception of an integration frame. Additionally, an SC may use the sm_dipatch_pit of a dispatched frame from an SM to calculate the smc_scheduled_receive_pit.
5) COMPRESSION MASTER (CM)
These devices are responsible for monitoring the local clock drifts using the set of received frames from the different SM devices in the system. An interval of time called the observation window is scheduled off-line at which the CM collects PCF s from SM devices. The number of observation windows to open is a configurable parameter that also reflects the number of faulty SM devices to tolerate. For each PCF involved in the compression process, the CM will set to 1 the bit in pcf _membership_new corresponding to the SM sender. Additionally, a CM device expects a PCF from an SM device at cm_scheduled_receive_pit which is configured off-line as follows:
such that:
Eventually, the clock correction is applied after a configurable correction delay as follows:
and:
It is to be noticed that during the compression function, a cumulative delay (referred to as compression_delay) is imposed and can be calculated as follows:
B. CHORUS-LINE SYNCHRONIZATION
In this section, we explain our contribution which adopts the Chorus-Line hypothesis introduced in [3] . Basically, the term Chorus-Line stands for a group of dancers performing synchronized routines [23] . However, Chorus-Line hypothesis consists of explaining how thousands of dunlin birds can perform synchronous manoeuvres for the sake of protection from predators. A remarkable synchronization accuracy in a small window of time is observed and analyzed through the study of a frame-by-frame recorded film for this behavior.
The analysis shows that a manoeuvre is initially started by a leader bird that can be any bird from the flock at a given time. The leader will perform an abrupt turn without any kind of prior signs. Accordingly, all adjacent neighbor birds will synchronize to the new path. Hence, every bird will lead it's adjacent neighbors to follow the manoeuvre's new path until the whole flock is synchronized to the leader movement. By observing, we can see how the synchronization is established and spread in a wave fashion resulting one of the most beautiful and sophisticated synchronization processes in nature. Similar to TTEthernet device models, Chorus-Line devices share the same parameters as discussed in V-A.1. Alternatively, a Chorus-Line is a Leader/Follower paradigm where no distinction between device types is made, unlike TTEthernet which adopts a Master/Client paradigm. A device will lead its neighbors which did not synchronize yet, and follows the leading neighbors by compressing the integration frames received from them. Furthermore, the permanence function can be used here in a similar way as used in TTEthernet; this means that after a received integration frame is declared permanent, it is assured that no further adjacent neighbors have sent other frames at this step, the rest of neighbors that did not send any frames are eventually concluded to be followers. However, we do not use the same notion of max_transmission_delay (the worst-case delay that a frame takes to travel through the network from one node to another node); we use max_transmission_transmission_hop (the worst-case transmission delay between two adjacent neighbor devices).
In Chorus-Line algorithm we use the notion of a neighbor node as defined in graph theory, this means that every two adjacent vertices (nodes) that are connected by a path of length 1 are considered neighbors.
1) CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
As shown in algorithm 2, at the initial state, no synchronization is established and all devices are listening for a period of at least one integration cycle. Once a leader device times out, it starts the synchronization in a similar fashion as the leader bird of the dunlin flock. The leading device sets the local clock to zero and dispatches a PCF for every adjacent neighbor, the leading device is considered to be synchronized from this point in time and switches to Synch state. Eventually, a node that receives an integration frame(s) will set the scheduled receive point in time as follows:
Where α is the weight of a received frame. Once the first received frame is permanent, the receiving device will execute the compression function as shown in algorithm 1, and switches to Synch state. Finally, the current node will lead the rest of its neighbors in the same way. Eventually, all interconnected devices in the network will synchronize.
2) NETWORK TOPOLOGY
From a network aspect of view, the adopted topology used by the studied avian flocks is a hybrid one. However, it is to be noticed that low node connectivity in networks like the ones shown in figure 3 , makes the algorithm more prone to quality decrease in case of a node's failure; which is also the case in other algorithms such as TTEthernet. Whereas, fault-tolerance increases relevantly with respect to the node connectivity level of the adopted topology.
A k-connected network is a network with more than k nodes, and the removal of k − 1 nodes will not result two disconnected networks (K ≥ 2). For topologies where node connectivity is equal to 1 as shown in figure 3 , the risk of losing synchronization is higher due to the fact that PCF frames will not be able to roam all the network so every device can synchronize. However, k − connected networks where k ≥ 1 as shown in figure 4 (where both the peerto-peer and mesh topologies are 2-connected networks, and the fully connected topology is a 5-connected network), will always have alternate paths for the PCF frames to take, which makes synchronization always in reach. Thus, the higher the value of k in k − connected networks, the better quality of synchronization that can be achieved.
On contrast to TTEthernet, Chorus-Line makes no distinction between device types, which makes the choice of an appropriate topology an easy task. A leader or neighbor device has no special arguments or attributes, but the function to execute according to the stage of synchronization (A leader device will assume to be synchronized and send the synchronization frames to the rest of neighbors, a follower device will accept all received frames until the first frame is permanent then converge the local clock and lead again the rest of it's neighbors). The convergence algorithm (algorithm 1) used for clock correction is the same one used in TTEthernet [24] . However, unlike TTEthernet, Chorus-Line will not wait for the state machines to synchronize before working on time synchronization. A leader device will time out before the rest of the network devices, it will eventually assume to be synchronized and leads its adjacent neighbor nodes to synchronize in time. The process will continue iteratively until the whole network is synchronized. As a result, using Chorus-Line over TTEthernet will help reach an optimization of 33.68% in terms of synchronization duration and network congestion is reduced by 22.95% which enhances the system's reliability.
3) CHORUS-LINE ROBUSTNESS
The key technique that makes Chorus-Line a robust solution is the fact that every node is a leader device by definition. Each node in the network has it's local timer configured to a pre-defined unsynchronized period of time (listen_timeout). Once a node times out, it is triggered to lead the network for synchronization. On the other hand, if a device receives synchronization frames before it times out, it is concluded that the synchronization is established and there's already a leader(s) to follow. To see how Chorus-Line can be extremely robust compared to algorithms that adopt the Master/Slave paradigm such as TTEthernet, we take a network that adopts a spanning tree topology as an example. It is to be noticed as mentioned in section V-B2, that such a topology with a low level of node connectivity (node connectivity is equal to one), may affect the synchronization process and decreases it's quality. Figures 5 and 6 show how synchronization is achieved using both Chorus-Line and TTEthernet respectively in case of a node's failure.
In Chorus-Line example shown in figure 5 , the first node to time out is going to be Leader Node 1 , which will initiate the synchronization wave that will radiate through all the network to synchronize. Assuming that a certain node fails as shown in figure 5 , our network will split into three networks. Each node is configured off-line to time out after a predefined period of time such that: ∀x, y ∈ {Node 1 , Node 2 , . . . , Node n }, listen_timeout x = listen_timeout y and listen_timeout i = α * MTD (20) where n is the total number of nodes, α ∈ {1,2,...n}.
8418 VOLUME 6, 2018 For the new two networks, both Leader Node 2 and Leader Node 3 are guaranteed to appear and lead the rest of the nodes to synchronize. As a result, we obtain three synchronized networks with three synchronization domains instead of only one synchronized domain. Although such a scenario which is referred to as clique scenario is an undesired one, however, it mitigates the loss of synchronization. Furthermore, the failed node will transit to the ''Check state'' defined in algorithm 2 and will re-integrate again. Finally, synchronization is achieved and the issue becomes dealing with clique scenarios instead of not having synchronization at all.
On the other hand, TTEthernet synchronization algorithm will assume the first Compression master to collect synchronization frames to be the Master Node as shown in figure 6 . With a node's failure as shown in the example, the network is split into two networks, where the first network will synchronize because it contains the Compression master responsible for converging the local clock estimates. Whereas, the second network will not be able to synchronize until the next Integration cluster, at that time if the new Compression master will be part of the unsynchronized sub-network, then only this sub-network will synchronize, which will result two synchronization domains. Furthermore, this is the case of all synchronization algorithms that adopt Master/Slave paradigm, because a master device is defined at design time and losing connection to such master can jeopardize the synchronization process to be lost.
Eventually, Chorus-Line is more robust in a way that synchronization is always guaranteed, but clique scenarios are often an issue to be contained either through programmed functions or the nature of the network topology. Typical topologies that guarantee Chorus-Line well performance can be peer-to-peer or mesh topology.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
For simulation, OPNET software simulator [25] is used. Although OPNET is a discrete event simulator (DES) and not a time based one, OPNET provides high accuracy results. We hereby simulate the notion of time as a periodic event under the name Tick, with a granularity of 0.00000224 seconds. Moreover, a basic link is also created to operate at 100 Mbits and used to connect the models. A node model is developed for all devices adopted by both TTEthernet and Chorus-Line as shown in Figure 7 . Furthermore, device attributes are extended to include important values such as Local_timer for tracking unsynchronized time, ID for the device's id. 
A. TTEthernet SYNCHRONIZATION IMPLEMENTATION
As mentioned in previous sections, TTEthernet distinguishes three types of devices: Synchronization Client, Synchronization Master and Compression Master devices. Since only SM and CM devices participate directly in the synchronization process, we do not implement SC machines for simplicity reasons. Furthermore, we consider transition guards to be activated in response for these events (ordered based on priority from high to low) as specified in [2] :
• Signal of permanent/compressed coldstart frame.
• Signal of permanent/compressed coldstart acknowledge frame.
• Signal of permanent/compressed integration frame • Unsynchronized time out (local timer == 0).
• Synchronized local clock (local clock reaching a particular point in time). VOLUME 6, 2018 
1) NODE MODEL
Both Compression master and Synchronization master node models are developed as shown in Figure 7 , where each model contains:
• A queue model that will queue received PCFs.
• A set of receiving ports.
• A set of transmitting ports. We also extend each node's attributes to contain the required parameters as discussed in section V-A1.
2) PROCESS MODEL
In OPNET, the flow of logic is defined through a process model module. we define a process model for each type of devices as shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
a: SYNCHRONIZATION MASTER
In the SM's protocol state machine shown in Figure 9 , we distinguish two sets of states, unsynchronized states: INTEGRATE, UNSYCH, SM_WAIT_4_CYCLE_START, SM_FLOOD, SM_WAIT_4_CYCLE_START_CS, and synchronized states: TENTATIVE, SYNCH, STABLE. Each state will have a default transition and a Tick transition to update the lock clock of the device.
b: COMPRESSION MASTER
For the Compression master, TTEthernet specification [2] defines two types of protocol state machines. Each one is defined based on the failure hypothesis adopted by the system. Compression masters configured to operate with Standard-Integrity designed Synchronization Masters will only tolerate a failure of either a CM or SM device at a given point in time. However, High-Integrity designed Synchronization Masters will require a Compression master that will only tolerate an SM or CM device failure at a particular point in time but not both. In this paper, we focus on CM devices for high-Integrity design as shown in Figure 10 .
Similar to SM, in CM, we recognize two sets of states in the corresponding process model shown in Figure 10 , unsynchronized states: INTEGRATE, UNSYCH, SM_WAIT_4_ CYCLE_START, and a set of synchronized states: TENTATIVE, SYNCH, STABLE. Again, Each state will have a default transition and a Tick transition to update the lock clock of the device. 
3) SYNCHRONIZATION SERVICES a: STARTUP AND RESTART SERVICE
Once the system is powered-on or rebooted, the Startup service is invoked in all the network devices. Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram that illustrates how such service is executed. 
b: SYNCHRONIZATION MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Once synchronization is established, maintaining it will require SM devices to dispatch PCFs periodically (Each integration cycle) to the Compression Master in charge of the collection in this particular integration cycle. Then, the received frames will be always filtered and compressed to adjust the local clocks as discussed before. This guarantees that the system will maintain the network synchronized.
c: INTEGRATION SERVICE
A device that is newly added will integrate in the network by setting its local timer to a period of at least two integration cycles, in that time it is guaranteed that it will receive an integration frame from the synchronized network. However, if there are no synchronization established yet, the new device will execute the startup service.
B. CHORUS-LINE SYNCHRONIZATION IMPLEMENTATION
Before synchronization is established, all devices in the network will listen for a pre-defined listen_timeout period such that:
For the node model, we use the same model designed for SM and CM devices as shown in Figure 7 . 
2) PROCESS MODEL
In the process model shown in Figure 11 , we can already notice the low complexity of a Chorus-Line device compared to TTEthernet synchronization machines.
3) SYNCHRONIZATION SERVICES a: STARTUP AND RESTART SERVICE
Unlike, standard TTEthernet synchronization algorithm which consists of synchronizing the devices in terms of states, then working on time synchronization in order to overcome collision domain situation. Chorus-Line mechanism will assume the first leader to be synchronized, then, the synchronization wave radiates to include neighbor nodes using the permanence function until the whole network is covered ( Figure 12 ). However, Chorus-Line deals with two nodes that claim the leadership by using the frame weight (pcf_membership_new), this means that once a node receives integration frames from adjacent leading neighbors that indicate different precisions, it will follow the leader with the highest weight and leads the faulty leaders. Nevertheless, if it is the case of equal weights, then it will choose the one received last and lead the rest of it's neighbors.
b: SYNCHRONIZATION MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Once the synchronization is established, it is maintained every period of time of one integration cycle. A leader device will time out and radiate the synchronization wave throughout the whole network.
c: INTEGRATION SERVICE
Similar to TTEthernet, a device that is newly added will integrate in the network by setting its local timer to a period of at least two integration cycles, by that time one of its adjacent neighbors will lead the device. However, if there is no synchronization established yet, the new device will execute the startup service and lead the whole network.
VII. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
It is conventional to assume end system devices as Synchronization Masters and switches as Compression Masters when working with TTEthernet protocol. Hence, we hereby, adopt the same mechanism. Nevertheless, while TTEthernet is developed over standard Ethernet, we model the protocol from scratch. Furthermore, we design the same network topology for both standard TTEthernet and Chorus-Line synchronization algorithms for the sake of comparison as shown in Figure 9 . Finally, results are collected after a time of simulation of 0.0006 seconds which is enough for both networks to synchronize.
A. SYNCHRONIZATION DURATION
For TTEthernet devices, Synchronization Masters are considered synchronized by entering the TENTATIVE state, which means that the nodes do not use the convergence function but they set their local clocks to zero, hence accurate synchronization is achieved after a period of time of equation (6) . Nevertheless, we record the points in time of each device just by entering the synchronized state regardless of the convergence algorithm execution. However, Chorus-Line devices are synchronized after the integration frames compression (except for the leader device). Table 2 shows the different points in time recorded in our experiments upon which a device enters a synchronized state. In TTEthernet, Synchronization Masters will synchronize after all devices in the network execute the Fault tolerant handshake mechanism. At 0.000203 s all Synchronization Masters will synchronize by entering the TENTATIVE state and dispatch an integration frame to the Compression master (CM 0 ) to increase the synchronization accuracy degree and for the Compression masters to synchronize. Eventually, at 0.000214 s the Compression master (CM 0 ) that is actively collecting PCF s will compress the received integration frames and will dispatch the compressed frame to all the devices in the network. On the other hand, Chorus-Line will listen for a leader device that is guaranteed to time out before any other device (CH 0 ). Consequently, at 0.000151 s, the leading device CH 0 sets it's local clock to zero and enters a synchronized state along with dispatching integration frames to all neighbor devices (CH 2 ). At 0.000152 s the neighbor device (CH 2 ) synchronizes by compressing the received PCF and leads both (CH 1 ) and (CH 4 ) to synchronize at 0.000154 s. The wave continues radiating to reach (CH 3 ) and (CH 5 ) at 0.000156 s. At the end, (CH 6 ) and (CH 7 ) will synchronize at 0.000158 s.
As a result, an optimization of 33.68% is reached using Chorus-Line compared to TTEthernet.
B. CALCULATION OVERHEAD
Although some literature assumes the compression function overhead to be negligible [22] . We hereby, check each device's overhead and define it as a function of the integration frame number to compress. The results are shown in both Figures 14 and 15 .
In order to synchronize, Chorus-Line will choose (CH 0 ) to lead the synchronization manoeuvre. For TTEthernet, (SM 0 ) will initiate the synchronization process. In TTEthernet, each of the compression masters (CM 0 , CM 1 , CM 2 ) will compress five frames when it is in charge of collection at a given integration cycle. However, in Chorus-Line, each device will compress the frames received from the leading adjacent neighbors, with the exception of (CH 0 ) that has no leader. In this particular example, the chosen topology and leader device will result that each device will be led only by one neighbor, which makes the compression overhead equal to 1 for the rest of devices.
C. NETWORK CONGESTION
Compared with Chorus-Line, TTEthernet uses an aggressive transmission of frames to overcome issues such as collision overhead or faulty devices. By design, all Synchronization Masters will report their local clocks to a compression master that is actively collecting frames. Afterwards, the Compression Master will respond with a compressed frame to all the network devices (relaying devices are assumed to re-create the frames to relay them). On the other hand, Chorus-Line devices will not report their local clocks but they will just follow the adjacent neighbor devices that are leading, which saves link utilization and mitigates network congestion. As shown in table 3, a total of 61 synchronization frames of different types will be roaming in the network using standard TTEthernet algorithm. This is mainly due to the startup service that considers Fault tolerant handshake mechanism and does not synchronize unless all devices in the network are guaranteed to be synchronized in terms of machine states. Alternatively, Chorus-Line takes advantage of the fact that the synchronization is achieved locally between neighbors instead of globally. The result is achieving synchronization of the whole network using only an amount of 14 frames. Eventually, congestion is reduced by 22.95% which improves the reliability of the system and mitigates the network congestion.
D. FAULT TOLERANCE
As shown in Figure 8 , TTEthernet uses the Fault tolerant handshake mechanism to overcome faulty behaviors such as collision domain problem. However, such mechanism may cost more time (By setting Coldstart and acknowledgment coldstart offsets) and may lead to overhead.
Where:
CSO ≥ +2 * MTD + CMD + FL.
Furthermore, for a given pcf _integration_cycle, only one CM is actively collecting synchronization frames, which imposes a single-point failure risk. Alternatively, in Chorus-Line, fault tolerance is a topology-based issue and depends on the position of the leading device. For a given device, the number of leading neighbors reflects the fault tolerance degree. A node being led by two neighbors will eventually increase its fault tolerance level by two. As a result, a Chorus-Line fault tolerance is a hardware configuration issue.
E. EFFECT OF NETWORK JITTER AND LATENCY
In TTEthernet, the packet loss risk increases relevantly with the path length between the Compression master and the target device to be synchronized. Additionally, network jitter and latency will be considered in the permanence function which will impose extra delay on the synchronization process. Meanwhile, Chorus-line hypothesis will establish the synchronization in a local way, which decreases the risk of packet loss since the path length is just one hop. For this, we assume:
Where n is the number of links included in the longest path.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Chorus-Line algorithm is a novel approach adopting the Chorus-Line hypothesis which explains the strategy performed by thousands of birds achieving manoeuvres to prevent predators attacks. We hereby, use the same Leader/Follower paradigm instead of the Master/Slave one, to improve the synchronization process in a novel way which results in a more reliable real-time communication protocol that will enhance the good performance of the subject system. In future works, we will develop and adjust the algorithm to deal with more faulty behaviors and cover undesired scenarios such as clique scenarios, we will also demonstrate how dual-channel configurations can enhance the synchronization quality. Furthermore, we integrate the algorithm in different fields that require synchronization like the networks of data centers and distributed real-time systems.
